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TITLE 26--INTERNAL REVENUE CHAPTER I--INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY-- (Continued)

PART 301--PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION
Sec. 301.6020-1 Returns prepared or executed by district directors or other internal revenue
officers.

(a) Preparation of returns--(1) In general. If any person required by the Code or by the
regulations prescribed thereunder to make a return fails to make such return, it may be
prepared by the district director or other authorized internal revenue officer or employee
provided such person consents to disclose all information necessary for the preparation of
such return. The return upon being signed by the person required to make it shall be received
by the district director as the return of such person.

       (2) Responsibility of person for whom return is prepared. A person for whom a return is
prepared in accordance with subparagraph (1) of this paragraph shall for all legal purposes
remain responsible for the correctness of the return to the same extent as if the return had been
prepared by him.
(b) Execution of returns--(1) In general. If any person required by any internal revenue law or by

the regulations prescribed thereunder to make a return (other than a declaration of estimated
tax required under section 6015 or 6016) fails to make such return at the time prescribed
therefor, or makes, willfully or otherwise, a false or fraudulent return, the district director or
other authorized internal revenue officer or employee shall make such return from his own
knowledge and from such information as he can obtain through testimony or otherwise.

       (2) Status of returns. Any return made in accordance with subparagraph (1) of this paragraph
and subscribed by the district director or other authorized internal revenue officer or employee
shall be prima facie good and sufficient for all legal purposes.
       (3) Deficiency procedures. For deficiency procedures in the case of income, estate, and gift
taxes, see sections 6211 to 6216, inclusive, and Secs. 301.6211-1 to 301.6215-1, inclusive.
(c) Cross references. (1) For provisions that a return executed by a district director or other

authorized internal revenue officer or employee will not start the running of the period of
limitations [[Page 22]] on assessment and collection, see section 6501(b)(3) and paragraph
(c) of Sec. 301.6501(b)-1.

       (2) For additions to the tax and additional amounts for failure to file returns, see section
6651 and Sec. 301.6651-1, and section 6652 and Sec. 301.6652-1, respectively.
       (3) For additions to the tax for failure to pay tax, see section 6653 and Sec. 301.6653-1.
       (4) For criminal penalties for willful failure to make returns, see sections 7201, 7202, and
7203.
       (5) For criminal penalties for willfully making false or fraudulent returns, see sections 7206
and 7207.

John Turner
Paragraph (a) is "preparation" of returns and the Service needs the taxpayer to sign the return prepared by IRS.Paragraph (b) is "execution of returns" and a Service employee is required to sign (execute) the return that was prepared by the Service. 

John Turner
The Service uses "Deficiency procedures" to help circumvent the law with respect to obtaining an income tax assessment against non-filing citizens. They create a "dummy return" that does not meet the standards of IRC 6020(b) but does allow them to open up a tax module on their computer master file, signifying that they now have a "return" to "examine" (audit).  Without a return there can be no audit and without an audit they cannot make a determination that a deficiency (understatement of tax) exists. Generally, they propose additional tax is owed via a 30-day notice to the taxpayer, followed by the "Statutory" Notice of Deficiency.  Typically, taxpayers who petition Tax Court to contest this flagrant abuse of law and procedure, are told that the combination of the dummy return, the agent's signed report, and the income information (W-2's/1099's), constitute a legally valid "return" and therefore prima facie evidence of a proper assessment of tax is in existence.



       (6) For authority to examine books and witnesses, see section 7602 and Sec. 301.7602-1.


